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THE SOVIET UNION
AND AMERICA

•
MR. LAVES The second World War has been under way for
more than a year and the two greatest powers in the world-Russia
and the United States-still remain officially out of this war That
both of these countries are concerned with what is going on in the
war, and also are concerned with their relations with each other, is
fairly clearly indicated by the recent conversations between Molotov and Hitler, and even more recently by conversations between
Under-Secretary of State Welles and Ambassador Oumansky These
conversations are likely to make important decisions in the relations
between the two countries.r
r S aviet Premier and Foreign Minister V yacheslav M alatav and
Chancellor Hitler discussed Soviet-German relations in Berlin November r2 through r4, r940. German Foreign Minister J aachim van Ribbentrop and Soviet Vice-Commissar of Foreign Affairs V G. Dekanasav participated in the conversations. A German statement issued at the
close of the meetings read. "The exchange of views was conducted in an
atmosphere of mutual trust and led ta agreem ent of bath parties an all
questions of importance that are of interest ta Germany and the Soviet
Union." The newspaper "Red Star," organ of the Red army, said the
visit of M alatav ta Berlin would bring "a strengthening and development of Soviet-German relations in the interests of bath countries." The
conversations between Constantine Oumansky, Soviet Ambassador ta
the United States, and Sumner Welles, Under-Secretary of State, have
been proceeding since mid-summer The latest announcement concerning these conversations came N avember 29 from Mr. Welles, who said he
expected a "healthy increase" of Soviet-American trade as a possible
result of the conversations.
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I wonder whether it might be said that in these discussions there
is a striking parallel with the situation which prevailed in 1933 when
the United States reopened its conversations with Russia?
MR. HARPER: Yes, it was not until 1933 that the American
government found it possible to resume diplomatic relations with
the Soviet regime. I think we should recall that in 1933 there was a
crisis in the Far East with the beginning of Japanese expansion.
Also, with respect to Europe, we had the advent of Hitler in 1933·
MR. MAcNAIR: When you say "resumed relations in 1933,"
what do you mean? How long a time had passed since the end of
earlier relations?
MR. HARPER. The American government did not recognize
the Soviet regime set up by the Russian Revolution of 1917 It refused to recognize it because there were points of dispute. dispute
with regard to debts, dispute with regard to Moscow propaganda
activities. But in 1933, on the initiative of the United States, normal diplomatic relations were re-established!
MR. LAVES: That was in 1933, it is now 1940, and we are here
to discuss the current situation. What are the issues? I suppose we
may divide them into European and Far Eastern issues. Probably
more of us are interested in what is going on in Europe at the moment because that is where the real war seems to be going on.
MR. HARPER. And in Europe, from my point of view, it is a
question of the relationship between the Soviet Union and Germany
on the one hand and between the Soviet Union and Great Britain
on the other.
MR. LAVES: What are Russia's interests in this European
war?
MR. HARPER. As you mentioned a moment ago, German•See the historical summary of Soviet-American relations an pp.
23-24.
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Soviet relations were the subject of recent conversations in Berlin
between Hitler and Prime Minister Molotov of the Soviet Union.
MR. LAVES What did those conversations lead to?
MR. HARPER: It seems pretty clear, I think, that they simply
confirmed the relationship that has prevailed between Germany and
the Soviet Union since the date of the signing of a non-aggression
pact between the two countries in August, 1939. 3
MR. LAVES: You state it in terms of the non-aggression pact.
Does it mean that from now on the Russian line will be what it has
been in the past and will be to allow Germany to have a free hand?
MR. HARPER: The basis of cooperation-and there has been
cooperation between Moscow and Berlin during the last fifteen
months-has been the interest of both countries in keeping military
action from Eastern Europe.
MR. MACNAIR: But are these relations limited to a non-aggression pact? I had the impression that there was some other agreement signed simultaneously
MR. HARPER: The non-aggression pact was also a pact of consultation, and the two powers agreed to consult on matters of common interest. As I said a moment ago, I think one of the bases of
J In Berlin on August r9, r939, Germany and the Soviet Union
signed a commercial treaty and trade agreement providing for German
credits to Russia and an expansion of Russian purchases in Germany.
On August 23, r939, a non-aggression pact between Germany and the
Soviet Union was signed in Moscow by German Foreign Minister
Joachim von Ribbentrop and Soviet Premier and Foreign Minister
Molotov. The announced content of the pact was a ten year guarantee
against any act offorce by either power against the other and against
any support of warlike acts by a third power against the other signatory.
British and French military missions which had been in Moscow left on
August 25, and on August JI the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. ratified the August 23 non-aggression pact.
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cooperation-diplomatic and political-has been that both were interested that military action should not come to Eastern Europe.
MR. LAVES Now there is a war going on in Greece. Is that
Eastern Europe? There is a war going on in Rumania, and Bulgaria
virtually-is that Eastern Europe?
MR. HARPER: I think unquestionably that one of the main
topics of conversation between Molotov and Hitler was the Balkan
situation that has developed within the last weeks. 4
MR. LAVES: Can we be more specific? What is the Russian
interest in the Balkans? How much are they going to let the Germans get away with?
MR. HARPER: The Soviets have stated very definitely that
they do not wish to become involved in this struggle, but on the
other hand, that they will take action to protect the security of the
Soviet Union.
MR. LAVES: You mean, they won't do anything until somebody comes into the Black Sea?
MR. HARPER: I think one may conclude from the statements
that one reads in the Soviet press-and I also base this conclusion
on conversations with Soviet representatives-that the Soviet Union will take on (putting it colloquially) all comers into the Black
Sea.
MR. LAVES· But not until somebody comes into the Black
Sea will Soviet Russia move against any sort of aggression, say, by
the Nazis?
MR. HARPER: That aggression must be directed against what
Moscow considers to be the security of the Soviet Union. In other
words, putting it quite positively, I think there is no possibility of
the Soviet Union attacking Germany
4 For an analysis of this situation see the RoUND
October 20, r940-"The Balkans Aflame."
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MR. MACNAIR: You refer to Russian interest in people coming
into the Black Sea. Is it permissible for Russia to feel an interest in
those who come merely to the Black Sea? For example, what about
Rumania? What about Turkey? They are not in the Black Sea
yet.
MR. HARPER. The Moscow policy is worded as follows that
Moscow will not want any great power to come to the Black Sea.
That could mean Germany, it could mean Great Britain. It could
be through Rumania, it could be through Turkey
MR. MAcNAIR. But now we read about the position of King
Michael and of the glorious funerals being given to people who died
several years ago in Rumania, and the possibility, or even the likelihood, of Rumania's government being completely taken over by
Germany Is that what you are referring to? If King Michael is not
only kept in a tower, and perhaps even booted into the Black Sea,
and the Germans go into the tower instead, will the Russians do
something ?s
MR. HARPER: I take it without any question that the conversations in Berlin two weeks ago had to do with the coming of
military action to the Balkans. That came, you will note, on the
initiative of Mussolini, followed, though, by the entry of German
troops into Rumania. The Soviet Union announced officially that
it had not been consulted on the question of German troops going
into Rumania. That was undoubtedly one of the points of discusMembers of the pro-Nazi Rumanian Iron Guard assassinated
sixty-four former officials of the regime of King Carol November 28,
I940, presumably in revenge for the shooting two years earlier of Iron
Guard leader Corneliu Codreanu "while trying to escape." The Rumanian government and the present head of the Iron Guard-VicePremier Horia Sima-disavowed the killings and announced that the
assassins would be punished. Later it was announced that many of
those responsible had committed suicide and additional German troops
are reported to be entering Rumania to forestall further disturbances.
5
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sion in the conversations between Hitler and Molotov and, to judge
from the statements and actions to date, the Soviet government did
not join the Axis that was set up at the end of September. 6
MR. LAVES I am interested in what the Russian position is in
relation to this war on the continent of Europe, in which the United
States has an interest to the extent that our security depends upon
a British victory Where do the Russians stand in relation to that
situation?
MR. HARPER. The Soviets say very definitely that their policy is to not become involved-to remain what they call "neutral,'' so
long as that depends upon them. They refuse to participate in what
they consider to be a struggle between two competing groups within
a world that is different from their Soviet world.
MR. LAVES It is very well and good to be neutral. I heard
someone say recently on one of our University of Chicago ROUND
TABLES that he believed we should not become involved in the war
in any way; that we should retain a position of neutrality even to
the point of permitting the Germans to come to the United States
and get all the goods they could carry away I would maintain that
such a policy on the part of the United States would be a policy of
directly aiding the Nazis in the same way that it seems to me this
so-called position of neutrality on the part of the Russians is a policy
of aiding the fascists.
MR. HARPER. I think they would interpret their use of the
word "neutrality" to mean that they will not enter into any military alliance with either side, or cooperate with either side in military action.
I spoke of the political-diplomatic cooperation between the Soviet
6

The new "Triple Alliance" between Italy, Germany, and Japan
was formally signed September 27, I940, at the Reich Chancellery in
Berlin. For a statement of the provisions of the pact and a discussion of
its significance, see the ROUND TABLE of September 29, I940-"Crisis
in the East."
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Union and Germany during the last fifteen months. I don't think
there has been any military cooperation.
MR. MAcNAIR. It seems to me that both of you are becoming
a little general. I'd like to know where the interests of the United
States come into this situation. You are talking about Russia and
Germany Where do American interests come in, and how about
Great Britain?
MR. LAVES: Good for you, MacNair! That is exactly what I
meant when I asked Harper what the relation of Russia is to Britain
winning in this war I say the American interest is to see a British
victory It seems to me that the policy which the Russians are following is one of making a British victory less likely, because they allow the Germans to get materials needed to carry on the war from
Russia.
MR. MAcNAIR. While the Americans simultaneously are taking action to make a British victory more likely
MR. LAVES: That's right!
MR. MACNAIR: Then doesn't that lead us to the conclusion
that if the Americans are going to go on backing the British to win
the war while the Russians are going to go on backing the Germans
to win the wa:r, that there is not a v~ry happy relationship between
Russia and the United States?
MR. LAVES I will go farther than that. I'll say that the men
who ar.e now cai.rying on the negotiations between the United States
and Russia in Washington have got a very tough job on their hands,
because the two countries are pursuing diametrically opposing policies on the continent of Europe.
MR. HARPER: We have very definitely committed ourselves
-the American public in any case, and also, I think, our public
officials. We are interested in a British victory I don't think that
can be said with regard to the Soviet policy
MR. LAVES Definitely not!
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MR. HARPER: Soviet policy does not ally itself with either of
what it considers to be two competing capitalistic powers. The
Soviet policy is to try to keep out of this conflict in the interests of
its national security and, also, in the interests of its ideological basis.
MR. MAcNAIR: You use a lot of fine language-I wish I were
a:s educated as you are-but if you can come down to A, B, C words
how would you answer this question of the actual desires of Russia
with respect to Germany winning the war? Do the Stalinists, the
Bolshevists want the Germans to win this war, or do they want the
Germans to' exhaust themselves and the rest of Europe? What do
you honestly think?
MR. HARPER: Do they at the same time want the British and
the Americans to exhaust themselves?
MR. LAVES: In other words, is it possible from the Russian
point of view that it is a good thing to have a war going on among
the capitalist nations so that they will wear themselves down, and
the communist system can then be established among the capitalist
countries?
MR. HARPER: I think we can say that Moscow believes that
this war was inevitable; part of the capitalistic system
MR. LAVES And they are prepared to prolong it.
and they interpret the development of
MR. HARPER:
more active American economic aid to Great Britain as indicating
clearly that the war is going to be prolonged. Now I don't think
from that that you can imply that it is their desire that it should be
prolonged. Moscow would answer such a statement by saying: "We
simply note the fact that in all probability it will go on."
MR. LAVES But you know perfectly well that if they wanted
to cut down the length of this war they could do it simply by not allowing the Germans to get any more supplies.
MR. HARPER: Let me then raise the question To what extent has the economic cooperation between the Soviet Union and
9

Germany been an important factor from the German point of view?
There I will have to say that nobody knows the exact amount of the
interchange of goods.
MR. LAVES: Even if they don't, it is true that as a matter of
policy the Russians have not been prepared to cut down the length
of the war by cutting down the amount of material Germany is
getting from them.
MR. HA.R PER. They refuse to subordinate their economic
policy to the war policy of either side.
MR. MACNAIR: You gentlemen are having a grand time talking about the war. I'd like to ask you where this war began? To
hear you two talk you would suppose that the war was limited to
Europe. Are you aware of the fact that this war did not start in
Europe, but that it started in the Far East?7 Don't you think it is
worth while considering what the relations of Russia and China, and
America and China, and Russia and Japan, and America and Japan,
are?

a war Have the United States and Russia more in common in the
Far East than they apparently have in Europe?
I read an article last night-I believe it was in Look magazinein which it was suggested that the United States and Soviet Russia
are natural allies. 8 Apparently, from what Harper and I have been
discovering on the European scene, there is certainly no alliance
there. Do you think there is one in the Far East?
MR. MACNAIR: I think the situation in the Far East is in many
ways precisely the opposite of what it is in Europe. In the light of
what has appeared to us, namely, that the Americans are backing
the British and that the Russians are backing the Germans, as far
as we can see at the moment there is no likelihood of cooperation
between the two, or a collaboration, or even an understanding between the Americans and the Russians. But when you take the subject to the other end of the Eurasiatic continent-and that is one
reason why I say it is really one war-then you have really a foundation for an understanding.
MR. LAVES: What is that?

MR. LAVES If you will let us return later to the question of
the European war, I think you've got a good point. I think the
question of the Far Eastern interests of both Russia and the United
States belong in this picture.

MR. MACNAIR: Namely-and I think you will agree with me
in this, Harper-that it is to the joint interest of Russia and the
United States that China shall remain a political entity and not disappear into, shall we say, the maw of Japan.

MR. HARPER. And I should like to say that it is the Soviet
view that the two wars

MR. HARPER. I think that was the basis for the resumption of
diplomatic relations between America and the Soviet Union.

MR. MACNAIR: But they are not two wars!
-the European war and the war in the
MR. HARPER.
Far East-have now become a single war.
MR. LAVES: Let's not argue if one is a war and the other is not
1 Japanese hostilities in China began in r93r, with the seizure of
Manchuria and the setting up of a Japanese puppet state-Manchukuo
~nder Emperor Henry Pu Yi. The present conflict in the Far Eastknown in Japan as the "China lncident"-began in July, r937.
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MR. MACNAIR: You mean back in 1933?
MR. LAVES: It certainly is now, isn't it, Harper?
MR. HARPER. Without any question.
MR. LAVES. Wouldn't you say that Russia and the United
States have a common interest in preserving the independence of
China and stopping the Japanese aggression?
8

See the article by Drew Pearson and Robert S Allen in the list of
suggested readings, pages 2r-22.
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MR. HARPER: I should like to mention that the Burma Road
-one of the main arteries by which China got aid from outside, including the Soviet Union-was closed this last summer.'3
With regard to the Soviet attitude or policy in the Far East, I
think we should note that it has been influenced to a considerable
degree by our policy; and again, from the Soviet press and from
talks with Soviet officials, I get the distinct impression that Moscow considered that our policy (the American policy toward Japan),
this last year particularly, has been one of appeasement-perhaps
even of capitulation.
MR. LAVES In the Far Eastern situation we find a Russian
desire to see China independent, to see Japan checked. What the
ultimate aims of the Russians may be in China, we don't know The
United States has the same interest. I judge from our general discussion that there is more possible basis for cooperation, for parallel
action let us say, between the United States and Russia in the Far
East than there is in Europe. If you consider the total world situation-that is what Welles and Ambassador Oumansky have to talk
about-what does it all add up to? What are the basic issues that
are going to be discussed?
MR. HARPER: The issues are now trade relations. I think
very definitely that the issue now is to keep that neutrality friendly,
and I think one of the factors making for friendly relations between
the United States and the Soviet Union is trade. That is, of course,
the problem.
MR. LAVES What do you mean by "trade" ?
MR. HARPER. In the building of its internal economy-and
stant: $103,000,000 in the first nine months of r939 and $104,000,000
in the first nine months of r940. In this same period (r939 and 1940),
American exports to Russia rose from $29,000,000 to $63,000,000, and
ex ports to China from $35,000,000 to $62,000,000.
1

3

The Burma Road was reopened by the British in October, 1940.
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in connection with its defense preparedness-the Soviet Union needs
machine tools and wants to buy them in America.
MR. LAVES: And can't get them?
MR. HARPER: Our national defense policy has definitely limited the sale of machine tools outside the hemisphere.
MR. LAVES Isn't that all right?
MR. HARPER: I think that is perfectly proper.
MR. LAVES How can that be a subject of discussion?
MR. MAcNAIR: Do the Russians think it is proper?
MR. HARPER: The Russians need those machine tools and if
we can afford to let the Soviets have certain machine tools to
strengthen themselves internally it might very possibly, I think, be
in our interest to do so.
MR. LAVES Is that the basic issue on this trade question?
MR. HARPER: That is basically it.
MR. MAcNAIR: Do you think one knife can cut one idea? You
are talking about giving tools to the Russians, but you are overlooking-aren't you?-the question of the ideological opposites of
the Americans and the Russians.
MR. LAVES You are referring to the Communist party in the
United States?
MR. MAcNAIR Yes.
MR. LAVES: While there isn't time to discuss it here-that
would be a good subject for a future University of Chicago ROUND
TABLE-I think any discussion of Soviet-American relations must
sooner or later take into account that the Communist party in the
United States does stand against the defense program.
MR. HARPER. It is one of several groups that stands against
the defense policy It is not the only one.
19

MR. LAVES: Yes, it is not the only one.
We have covered a big range of subjects here. We have covered
both the European and Asiatic front. While the United States and
Russia have a great many points of friction, including their ideological differences, there is an extensive basis for parallel policies.
This is true in the Far East where both the United States and Russia
want to see Japanese aggression stopped or controlled, it is also true
in Europe where both want to see German aggression stopped or
guided. In the Far East the relations of the United States and Russia involve the possibility of supplementary action in aiding China,
but in Europe the central problem of United States-Soviet relations
is really British-Soviet attitudes, and until the latter have been regularized it is unlikely that the United States and Russia can go beyond discussing trade relations.
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Russia.
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if joint action is not undertaken.
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1918, Aug. 3-American intervention in North Russia and the
Far East.
1918, Sept. 4-American troops land at Vladivostok.
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1-Litvinov submits the Soviet proposal for complete
disarmament to the Geneva Preparatory Conference on Disarmament.
22-Litvinov supports the American disarmament proposal.
20-The Soviet delegation to the World Economic Conference in London submits draft protocol on
economic non-aggression.
16-Diplomatic relations between the United States
and the Soviet Union are established.
24-Secretary of the Treasury lifts trade restrictions on
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Agreement is signed. Agreement is extended for
one year, July 12, 1936 1 and renewed, with the
Soviets increasing their guarantee of purchases
to $40,000,000 in return for receiving the mostfavored-nation treatment, in 1937, 1938, 1939,
and 1940.
4-Laurence A. Steinhardt is named Ambassador to
Moscow
lo-Constantine Oumansky is named Soviet Ambassador.
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on U.S.S.R. in connection with Finnish War
15-President Roosevelt issues an executive order sequestering "property in which Latvia, Esthonia
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23-Acting Secretary of State Welles issues a statement
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OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS FOR EXAMINATION
The answers to the following questions may be found in the text of
the broadcast, and page references are provided to assist in locating the
answers.

*
i.

The conversations now going on in Washington between what
two diplomats may greatly affect Soviet-American relations?
Page 2.

2. When did the United States officially recognize the Soviet Union? Page 3.
3. Since what date have Germany and the Soviet Union been parties to a mutual non-aggression pact? Page 2.
4. The present state of Soviet-German relations was recently discussed in Berlin by what two leading European statesmen?
Page 4.
5. It is suggested that the primary aim of German-Soviet cooperation is what? Page 5.
6. What is stated to be the underlying policy of the Soviet government toward the present European war? Page 5.
7 What, according to the experts, was the basis for renewed Soviet-American relations and continues to be, today, the major
joint interest of the United States and the Soviet Union in the
Far East? Page II.
8. What is the latest American effort to help China? Page 12.
9. Name some of the commodities which Americans are still free to
export to Japan. Page 17.
10.

What type of goods is the Soviet Union especially anxious to secure now from the United States? Why? Page 19.
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QUESTIONS FOR ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The following questions of wider scope, intended for discussion, are
suggested by the broadcast, and answers may be found in the literature
on the subject listed in the section "Suggested R eadings," found on
pages 2r-22.

*
1

2.

Summarize the relations between Russia and Germany with respect to the present European war. Do you think Russia is on
Germany's side in this conflict? How do you think the NaziSoviet pact may hamper any understanding between Russia and
the United States?
List the areas in which Russian and American interests in the
Far East are parallel or in conflict. Do you believe the Soviet
Union and the United States should agree upon points of common interest? If so, how do you suggest this should be accomplished and what should it involve for both nations?

3. Summarize the forms of aid given to China by Russia and the
United States. How might further aid be extended? Do you
think either power has "appeased" Japan in the East? If so,
how? and why?
4. Compare and contrast Soviet interpretations of American policy
with American interpretations of Soviet policy How do you
think these compare with what you consider to be the real facts?
5. How would you propose to solve (if at all) these possible sources
of Russian-American difficulty·
a) The export of machine tools
b) The "moral embargo" imposed by the United States against
Russia at the time of the campaign in Finland
c) The non-recognition by the United States of the absorption
into the Soviet Union of Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia
d) General anti-communist and anti-Russian feeling in the United States

The Listeners' Round Table ....
Letters to the ROUND TABLE frequently contain sidelights on the subject
matter discussed on the air. These comments are from letters received
following the broadcast discussion of "Art in Our Warring World,''
November 24, r940.
Our radio is the finest piece of
furniture in the house-so that we can
thwart local stations sold on the belief that we prefer a barn dance or ice
hockey game to a symphony. Our
town of l,290 people has a comfortable
well-equipped movie which shows only
gangster or western pictures-because
it has been decided, without experimentip.g, that "we" wouldn't like Paul
Muni or Charlie Chaplin. We have a
WPA library with a fine selection of
Harold Bell Wright, Temple Bailey
and Gene Stratton Porter. An inadequate library has one bright side-it
forces the buying of books. I have a
nice little library of dollar editions and
secondhand books.
Although I can appreciate the difference between an early Picasso nude
and a late Petty gal, art is mostly out
of my reach. One venture into the art
museum of a nearby city finished
me. My $2.98 Sears arch-preservers
clomped too much on the marble floor
in that rarefied place. I had a blue and
yellow portrait framed in unfinished
wood hanging over my desk long before I knew it was a Van Gogh.
The idea of becoming a peasant
handloorning bedspreads for The Appreciative does not appeal to me. I am
tired of having my intellectual curi-

Clear and Exact
I found this group's views on art
as a means in national defense in this
country particularly liberal, broad and
exact. The many branches of art
which the term "art" embraces were
very clearly outlined, while it called
attention to the fact that easel painting was not the only or chief art.
One would suppose that a discussion of this sort would be instructive
only to the layman. It is only too true,
alas, that a great number of our easel
painters harbor the opinion that their
art is the chief art-holy and supreme;
so they also had something to learn
from listening in. Yes, they believe
themselves the gods that move this
earth. They are good at forming for
themselves a cloud and fl.oat on it.
F. S., Pennsylvania

*

Picasso and Petty
I was happy to hear you [Mr.
Fadiman] and Mrs. Roosevelt defending the intelligence of average people.
Believe me, because of the 12-year-oldmind stigma we, who financially are
just a little above WPA eligibility,
work harder to achieve the fine arts of
living than for bread and butter.
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osity pushed in the face and of having
the few concerts and plays I do get to
attend ruined by the noise of The
Washed. Education would come to
nothing if it were fed out in I.Q. doses
to be increased until twelve were
given. I prefer being baffled to being
bored.
H. D., Oklahoma

Art of Living

*

According to the discussion everyone is an artist to a greater or lesser
degree. That is true to a certain extent. Every human responds to stimuli
and expresses thought in various
forms, but it takes a craftsman with
the knowledge and practice of technique to record his expressions artfully
As for "radicalism" (in art), mentioned in your program-it depends
entirely on what in art is classified as
such.
Liberalism is a splendid thing in
art-but we shouldn't open our minds
so wide our brains fall out.
L. H., Washington, D.C.

Everyday Art

*

I find these discussions most enlightening and stimulating as well as
entertaining. Today's discussion was
exceptionally interesting; the sooner
it is recognized that there can be art
in the everyday experience of even the
most humble, the sooner will we have
a nation of contented people. By this
I mean that when the ditch digger sees

that there can be artistry in digging
ditches then and only then will he find
the pride in his work that will produce
contentment through the joy of worth
while achievement. Mrs. Roosevelt's
point that there is art (and consequently opportunity for the workman
to employ artistry) in every occupation was brought out in her usual
discerning manner.
L. H . A., Ohio

Wonderful

*

The ROUND TABLE today was wonderful. I wish I could tell you how
wonderful I thought it. It should have
some sort of Pulitzer or Nobel Prize
for representing the best in American
life and the hope of democracy.
It was itself an example of American art, the fine art of criticism at its
best-elevating,
challenging,
enlightening, deeply moving.
Each artist who participated also
deserves gratitude-Eleanor Roosevelt, mistress of the fine art of sincere
social living and the more difficult art
of being a woman; Clifton Fadiman,
master of the art of divination and interpretation and the fine art of intellectual conversation; Archibald MacLeish, who combines with grace and
distinction and to the advantage of the
nation the arts of letters and public
life; and Louis Wirth, one of the many
University of Chicago masters of the
art of illuminating and provocative
public discussion. May they all continue to practice their arts to the delight of us all !
C. R., lliinois
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